
Discover the Ultimate Safari
Experience: 101 Things To Know
When You Go On Safari In Africa
About Safari in Africa

African safaris are a dream come true for wildlife enthusiasts and adventurers

from around the world. The continent has a diverse range of safari destinations,

each offering a unique experience. From the vast savannahs of the Serengeti to

the dense jungles of the Okavango Delta, Africa is a paradise for safari lovers.

1. Choose the Right Destination

When planning your safari adventure, it is crucial to select the right destination.

Africa is home to various countries with excellent wildlife parks and reserves.

Popular safari destinations include Kenya, Tanzania, South Africa, Botswana,

Namibia, and Uganda, among others. Research each destination to find the one

that suits your preferences and interests.

2. Time Your Visit

The timing of your safari can greatly impact your experience. Wildlife viewing

varies throughout the year due to factors such as migration patterns and climatic

conditions. Research the best time to visit your chosen destination to witness

iconic events such as the Great Migration in East Africa or the birth of new wildlife

in other regions.
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3. Book with a Reputable Tour Operator

Opting for a safari with a reputable tour operator ensures a well-planned and

organized trip. These operators have experienced guides who know the region

and wildlife inside out. They provide comfortable accommodations, reliable

transportation, and expert knowledge, making your safari experience

unforgettable.

4. Pack Appropriately

Packing essential items like comfortable clothing, sturdy shoes, insect repellent,

sunscreen, binoculars, and a camera with extra batteries is crucial. Depending on

the destination and season, you may need to bring additional items such as warm

clothing, a hat, or a rain poncho.

5. Bring the Right Photography Equipment

When going on an African safari, capturing stunning wildlife photographs is a

priority for many. Make sure to bring a zoom lens, preferably 200 mm or longer, to

capture close-up shots of animals. A good tripod and a beanbag can also be

helpful in stabilizing your camera for sharp images.
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6. Follow Safety Guidelines

While safaris are thrilling adventures, it is essential to prioritize safety. Listen to

your guide's instructions, especially regarding interactions with wildlife. Keep a

safe distance and avoid sudden movements that might startle the animals.

Additionally, make sure to apply sunscreen regularly, stay hydrated, and use

mosquito repellent.

7. Practice Responsible Tourism

Responsible tourism involves minimizing the impact on the environment and local

communities. Respect wildlife by observing from a distance and not interrupting

their natural behavior. Avoid littering and dispose of waste properly. Support local

businesses and communities by purchasing handmade crafts or participating in

community-based tourism initiatives.

8. Learn about the Wildlife

Before embarking on your safari, take the time to learn about the wildlife you are

likely to encounter. Familiarize yourself with different species, their behaviors, and

habitats. This knowledge will enhance your safari experience as you can identify

and appreciate the animals while on tour.

9. Stay Patient

Wildlife sightings in their natural habitat are magical, but they require patience.

Animals may not always be visible or may hide in dense vegetation. Instead of

rushing, enjoy the serenity of the wilderness and keep your senses sharp for any

signs of movement or unique sounds.

10. Interact with Local Communities



Visiting local communities near the safari destinations offers a deeper cultural

experience. Engage with the locals, learn about their traditional practices, and

gain insights into their way of life. It is a chance to appreciate the rich local

heritage and support sustainable tourism initiatives.

11. Respect the Environment

The environment in which wildlife thrives is fragile and requires preservation.

Refrain from littering, picking plants or flowers, or disturbing natural formations.

Be mindful of your actions to contribute to the long-term conservation of these

precious ecosystems.

12. Experience Night Safaris

Night safaris provide a whole new perspective on African wildlife. This is your

opportunity to spot nocturnal animals like bushbabies, aardvarks, or even elusive

predators like leopards. Listen to the symphony of the night and witness the

wilderness in a different light.

13. Prepare for Early Morning Drives

Many game drives occur early in the morning when wildlife is most active.

Prepare yourself by getting a good night's sleep and waking up early. This way,

you can catch the breathtaking sunrise and enjoy the cool morning air as you

venture out into the wilderness.

14. Stay Hydrated

Hydration is essential, especially in Africa's warm climates. Bring a reusable water

bottle and drink plenty of water during your safari. Staying hydrated not only

keeps you comfortable but also helps you stay energized to fully enjoy each

moment of your adventure.



15. Enjoy the Little Things

While sightings of big game are undoubtedly thrilling, don't overlook the smaller

wonders of the African wilderness. Keep an eye out for colorful birds, curious

insects, and fascinating flora. Appreciating the intricate details of nature adds

depth to your overall safari experience.

African safaris offer a unique opportunity to connect with wildlife, nature, and

diverse cultures. By following the tips mentioned in this article, you can make the

most of your safari adventure. Remember to plan ahead, prioritize safety and

responsible tourism, and embrace the magic of the African wilderness.
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On Safari in Africa is unlike most other travel guide books. This is not a where to

go, where to stay, what to see travel guide but more a travel companion. In fact,

On Safari in Africa is designed to pick up where your travel agent leaves off! Once

you have your safari itinerary and air tickets in hand it is time to purchase your

copy of On Safari in Africa.
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On Safari In Africa promises to show you how to get the most out of your safari to

Africa. The book begins initially, after a brief to Africa, with a check-list of what

you will need to do before you leave home, talks about what you can expect on

safari and then details a wealth of interesting facts about the wildlife, landscapes

and people of Africa. Topics including safari jargon, your safari guide, observing &

questioning, animal behaviour, communication and physical characteristics are

some of the topics covered, along with an to birding, trees and Africa’s night sky;

plus sections detailing the conservation issues affecting Africa today, together

with photographic tips, animal checklists, spoor charts and country maps.

Written by Patrick Brakspear, who until moving to Australia in 2004, owned and

operated a safari business in Mana Pools National Park in Zimbabwe, On Safari

in Africa is a culmination of his knowledge and experiences across the continent.

Patrick now lives with his family in Australia, and together with his wife Elaine,

runs a travel consultancy business called African Encounter

(www.africanencounter.com) offering tailor made travel to Africa.

The book is wonderfully illustrated by William Sykes with incredibly detailed pencil

sketches of the animals and birds that you will encounter on safari as well as a

number of stunning people portraits.
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